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 Crime trail Bürglen-Altdorf

Watch out crime fans and amateur detectives: From now on, you can slip
into the role of the investigator yourself and go in search of clues in a
mysterious criminal case in Altdorf/Bürglen.

You visit various locations, which allow you to rule out suspects and ultimately
convict the perpetrator.
The case: Burglary at the Tell Museum in Bürglen
The Tell Museum in Bürglen was broken into. Numerous unique documents,
objects and pictures from six centuries relating to William Tell were stolen.
The time of the crime must have been sometime between 5.30 pm and 8.30
am. At this time, the museum was closed or there were no more employees
in the museum.

If you want to take part, you can buy the crime trail at the tourist information
centre in Altdorf or directly at www.krimi-trails.ch . The buyer then receives the
arrest warrant code and the "crime file" of the case. This is a description of the
criminal case, the order and the suspects in question, as well as an overview of
the evidence found at the crime scene. The investigators then visit the crime
scene and, in an order of their own choosing, the suspects' places of residence,
work and leisure. Using additional information that the investigators receive
at these locations by text message, the investigators are finally able to rule
out suspects or locate the perpetrator and ultimately convict the offender by
issuing an arrest warrant.
Book now

Features:
General Information
Open Air
Suitability
for any weather
Target group
Individual guests, groups, families
Segment
Family segment
Foreign Language

Contact Person:
Uri Tourismus AG
Schützengasse 11
6460 Altdorf

 +41 41 874 80 00
 info@uri.swiss

Address:
Schützengasse 11
6460 Altdorf

 +41 41 874 80 00
 info@uri.swiss

Scan QR-Code to save this page offline,
share with friends and more.

https://s.et4.de/LGmZf
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German

Booking provider:

https://s.et4.de/dbwHf

Price:
from 32 CHF per Person/Offer


